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Abstra t
The purpose of this note is to introdu e readers that are familiar with numeri al methods, but not with earthquake seismology, to
urrent issues in the modeling of earthquake dynami s. The physial ba kground of a standard earthquake model is shortly presented.
We then formulate a redu ed problem that ontains the most relevant physi al features of the standard model. Its numeri al solution,
obtained by boundary, nite or spe tral element methods, will be disussed with emphasis on issues that need to be ta kled with adaptive
methods. We will on lude with a perspe tive on urrent hallenges
in omputational earthquake dynami s.
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Motivations and geophysi al ba kground

In the prevailing paradigm of earthquake dynami s modeling, an earthquake
is regarded as a sudden episode of slip on a pre-existing fri tional fault plane,
embedded in a linear elasti medium. This se tion motivates and des ribes
this standard physi al model. The presentation is by no means omplete:
our aim here is to provide a minimal ba kground to the urious reader, to
give a rough idea of orders of magnitude of the relevant quantities and to
de ne some vo abulary.
The Earth's rust (the rst few tens of km) is broken into te toni plates
that move around (at some m/year) driven by the thermal onve tion of the
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deeper mantle and by gravity. At their boundaries, plates do not slide past
ea h other steadily but sti k most of the time and slip suddenly. These fast
and sporadi slip episodes are earthquakes. They tend to release the potential energy stored through elasti deformation of the plates during the long
periods of "sti k" (the interseismi phase). For large destru tive earthquakes
the interseismi period lasts more than a human lifetime and the earthquake
itself (the oseismi phase) spans only some se onds. We fo us here on the
latter stage.
Although earthquake seismologists often use the term \earthquake rupture", the dominant ma ros opi pro ess during an earthquake, in ontrast
to usual problems in engineering fra ture dynami s, is not the breaking of an
inta t rust by freshly new fra tures, but rea tivation of pre-existing weak
interfa es, the faults, generally lo ated at plate boundaries. Moreover, earthquakes are not opening ra ks but are analogous to shear ra ks. Slip, de ned
as the tangential o set a ross the fault, is the main variable that des ribes
the kinemati s of an earthquake. Slip is far from being uniform or simple.
Earthquakes and fra ture are often thought of as the \turbulen e of solids".
Earthquakes ome in all sizes, from meters to tens of km, the smaller being
the most frequent. They generally involve slip only over a limited se tion of
the plate boundary. Earthquakes nu leate, propagate and stop: slip starts
on a relatively small region of the fault, usually lose to stress on entrations
left by previous earthquakes; then the slip region expands at velo ities lose
to the shear wave velo ity of the rust (some km/s); nally slip is arrested
in regions of lower stress or higher strength. The advan ing boundary of
the slip region is alled the rupture front. Earthquake rupture propagation
is omplex: the spatio-temporal distribution of slip and the history of the
rupture front are highly irregular, heterogeneous.
Part of the earthquake energy is released through the radiation of elasti
waves. Seismi waves an have destru tive e e ts on stru tures, hen e the
dire t so ietal impa t of earthquake resear h. On the other hand waves are
routinely re orded by seismograph networks and onvey information about
the physi s of the earthquake sour e. Seismograms (time series re ordings of
ground displa ement at sele ted stations on the Earth's surfa e) are the basi
observables that onstrain our models of earthquakes physi s. A main goal
in omputational earthquake seismology is to generate physi ally a eptable
histories of oseismi slip, for spe i or generi earthquake s enarios. Derived out omes are parameters of the ground shaking for engineering purposes
(usually refered as strong motion seismology) and omputed seismograms for
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omparison with observed seismograms 1. There are two approa hes to this
problem: kinemati and dynami modeling. In kinemati modeling the spa etime distribution of oseismi slip is assumed to be known, and the problem
redu es to a simulation of linear wave propagation with spe i ed Diri hlet
boundary onditions on the fault. In ontrast, dynami modeling involves a
non-linear problem where slip is an unknown that must be generated spontaneously from the pres ription of an initial state (of fault stress, essentially)
and of a physi al riterion for the propagation of earthquake rupture.
Due to our poor knowledge of the ne s ale heterogeneities of the rust,
the interpretation of seismograms is performed in a limited frequen y band,
tipi ally below 1 Hz. In earthquake engineering appli ations (linear stru tural analysis) frequen ies up to 5 Hz are tipi ally required. Corresponding
wavelengths are in the km range. However, the dynami s of earthquake rupture propagation (a non linear pro ess) involve mu h smaller length s ales
and higher frequen ies. Moreover, the dimensions of the slip area of large
earthquakes is of many tens of km and the distan e to useful seismograph
stations is often of that same order. Although this is rarely assimilated in
urrent approa hes to earthquake modeling, earthquake dynami s problems
are multi-s ale.
The dynami stresses lose to the earthquake sour e an be very high
and expe tedly non linear pro esses, su h as damage, plasti ity or se ondary
fra tures, may ome into play in some volume around the fault. Natural
faults are not dry onta t between ro ks along perfe t planes but ontain
sandwi hed granular material, alled gouge, and uids and are surrounded
by a volume of damaged ro k, the fault zone. However the standard approa h assumes that the fault is a de nite surfa e of tangential displa ement
dis ontinuity, embedded in a linear elasti rust: all the eventual o -fault
non linearities are lumped into a fault interfa e ondition. This ondition is
usually formulated as a fri tion law that relates tra tions to slip, slip rate or
other fault state variables, and is regarded as a onstitutive relation for the
fault.
Fri tion laws for earthquake dynami modeling range from empiri al laws
onstrained by laboratory experiments to theoreti al laws aimed to a ount
for a variety of pro esses su h as onta t ageing, shear melting and lubri ation
1 Another

bran h of omputational seismology is devoted to global seismi tomography:
seismograms also ontain information about the media through whi h waves travel and
are used for imaging the stru ture of the Earth's interior.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the antiplane shear problem.
(slip rates rea h some m/s), thermal pressurization, gouge dilatan y, et . By
analogy to the problem of a ohesive shear ra k in Fra ture Dynami s, an
essential ingredient is that some energy must be irreversibly spent in the
pro ess of slip. This is the fra ture energy. Another ne essary ingredient is
slip weakening: for an earthquake to develop as a fri tional instability the
strength of the fault must de rease with in reasing slip.
Certainly the most rudimentary earthquake model is a rigid blo k sliding
on a rigid substrate and pulled by a spring. The onta t plane and the
pulling for e mimi the fault and the driving te toni for es, respe tively.
This model is useful to grasp the basi s of the sti k-slip phenomenon. In
parti ular, a fri tional instability o urs if the spring is softer than the slip
weakening rate (the restoring for e is too "slow" to balan e the dynami
redu tion of strength). However, the mass inertia of the blo k is only a poor
representation of elastodynami e e ts, this model does not generate waves;
and the uniform slip of the rigid blo k is too simple. In the next se tion we
introdu e a minimal model where we an generate omplex slip histories and
wave propagation.
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Formulation of the model problem

A redu ed, yet interesting enough, geometry is the so- alled 2D antiplane
shear on guration of Figure 2. In Fra ture Me hani s this set up is known
as a Mode III ra k. The fault is the boundary between two linearly elasti
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half spa es, lo ated at x = 0. The dimensionality of the problem is redu ed
by assuming invarian e along the y dire tion. Further redu tion to a s alar
problem is obtained by assuming that displa ements d are parallel to the y
dire tion (o the plane), d = d(x; z; t) y. For a verti al fault with horizontal
slip, like the San Andreas Fault, this amounts to onsider a verti al ross
se tion of the rust, transverse to the fault, and to assume that slip d is
uniform in the horizontal dire tion, but not ne essarily along depth, d =
d(z; t) y = d(0+; z; t) d(0 ; z; t). By assuming in nite half-spa es the
e e ts of the free surfa e are disregarded.
The governing equation for the bulk of ea h half-spa e is the 2D s alar
wave equation, whi h reads in non dimensional form:
2d
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with homogeneous initial onditions:
d(x; z; 0) = 0
(2)
d
(x; z; 0) = 0
(3)
t
Here d(x; z; t) is understood as a displa ement perturbation with respe t to
some initial state of stati equilibrium. Displa ements may be dis ontinuous
a ross the fault and slip d(z; t) has been already de ned as the displa ement
o set:
d(z; t) =: d(0+; z; t) d(0 ; z; t)
(4)
The perturbations of shear tra tion, on ea h side of the fault,


 (z; t) =  d

x

(0; z; t)

(5)

are ontinuous in the following sense:
+
 = 
(6)
If 0(z) is the stress on the fault plane in the initial equilibrium state, the
total fault stress is written as
 (z; t) =  (z; t) + 0 (z )
(7)
We further assume that slip is always positive, whi h is expe ted under reasonable initial stress onditions with 0 (z)  0.
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Figure 2: (a) Fri tion graph relating fault stress  to slip rate d_.  is the
urrent fri tion oeÆ ient (also alled here fault strength). (b) Linear slip
weakening fri tion law pres ribing the evolution of  with ongoing slip d.
The fra ture energy G is the area of the shaded surfa e. All quantities are
dimensionless.
The previous equations are losed by boundary onditions on the fault.
These are of a mixed nature: tra tion and slip are related by fri tion. Fri tion
ouples both sides of the fault (the boundaries of both half-spa es), so it is
an interfa e ondition rather than a simple boundary ondition. Fri tion is
non regular, it is not a fun tional relation, and an be represented by a graph
as in Figure 2 (a). While at rest (when d_ = 0), the fault stress  (z; t) an
be anywhere below a fri tion oeÆ ient, (z). Slip an start if  rea hes ,
and during sliding (when d_ > 0) both remain equal. In this ontext we
will also: refer to  as the fault strength2. Introdu ing the auxiliary variable
(z; t) =  , this is formulated as a set of omplementary relations:
d_  0
(8)
  0
(9)
_
d  = 0
(10)
Additionally, the fri tion oeÆ ient  is not a onstant but evolves with
slip in a way that features nite fra ture energy and slip weakening. We
pre isely, strength is the produ t of  and the normal stress  . However in this
simple problem  remains onstant, and has a normalized value  = 1, so the distin tion
between fri tion oeÆ ient and strength is not relevant.
2 More
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adopt the pie ewise linear urve of Figure 2 (b), known as the linear slip
weakening fri tion law. After the initial strength (= 1) is rst over omed,
the fault weakens linearly with in reasing slip. Beyond a riti al slip value
(= 1) the fault remains at a low residual strength (= 0)3.
(d) = max(1
d; 0)
(11)
Fra ture energy G is the total dissipation by the fri tional for es, the area
of the shaded region between the slip weakening urve and its nal strength
level (here G = 1=2). After lo al arrest we assume instantaneous healing:
the strength  is resumed to its initial value.
The bakground initial stress is uniform and at equilibrium below the
initial strength:
1
0 (z ) =  < 1 almost everywhere
(12)
As we want to fo us on the fast propagation stages of earthquake rupture, the
physi s of the spontaneous earthquake initiation, or nu leation, an be disregarded for the time being. Our model earthquake is triggered by arbitrary
stressing a entral region of size L0 above the stati strength:
0 (z ) = 1 + 0 over jz j  L0 =2
(13)
It is known that if fra ture energy is nite, this nu leation region must be
larger than some riti al size, of order 1.
The earthquake is stopped rather arti ially, when it rea hes a size L, by
an abrupt barrier, a zone of very high strength:
(d) =  beyond jz j  L=2
(14)
We an take for instan e  1 = 0:7, L0 = 2, 0 = 1:1,  = 100 and
L = 10.
b

b
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Numeri al solution and dis ussion

[This se tion is in omplete ...℄
tually, residual strength is generally > 0. But, as we are working with perturbative
quantities with respe t to an initial equilibrium, setting the nal strength to = 0 amounts
to a shift in the stress s ale, whi h is irrelevant for the dynami s.
3A
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Finite di eren e, nite elements and boundary elements in time domain
are widespread in the omputational earthquake seismology ommunity. More
re ently, the Spe tral Element Method has been su esfully applied to this
lass of problems. All these methods urrently work on xed dis rete meshes.
We will dis uss now numeri al results of our problem obtained by the SEM
and by the spe tral boundary integral equation method (SBIEM). Codes are
available online from the author's homepage4.
In the FEM and SEM, the implementation of the fault interfa e onditions require lo ating the fault along inter-element boundaries and splitting
the nodes to de ne ea h side of the fault as an internal boundary. As internal
boundaries of this kind are not very usual in existing odes, it may be desirable to ir umvent their te hni al implementation. The tri k is to exploit
the symmetry with respe t to the fault plane, d( x; z; t) = d(x; z; t), so
only one of the two half-spa es (x  0) needs to be simulated and the fault
be omes a lassi al external boundary. The fri tion law an then be writen
in terms of d(0+; z; t) = d(z; t)=2.
Figure XXX shows the spa e-time distributions of slip, slip rate and fault
shear tra tion ...
Figure XXX shows the evolution of the rupture front, de ned as the
ontour of slip rate at a onventional small value (0.01). The early ontours
orrespond to initiation of slip, whereas other ontours are related to slip
arrest. Also shown is the ontour d = 1, the lo us of fault points rea hing
residual fri tion. The zone between this and the slip initiation ontour de nes
the pro ess zone, the vi inity of the propagating ra k tip that is experien ing
slip weakening. It is known that, if fra ture energy is onstant, this pro ess
zone shrinks as the earthquake grows.
Figure XXX shows snapshots of parti le velo ity on one side of the fault.
The radiated eld is dominated by a few number of on entrated wavefronts.
Clearly as the pro ess zone shrinks the hara teristi width of these wavefronts de reases and the numeri al method with xed mesh su ers from resolution problems. Convergen e with onse utive mesh re nements is too slow
to allow for high resolution 3D simulations at reasonable omputational ost.
Some straightforward variations of this model are of interest:
 In the inplane shear version (mode II ra ks), with both ompressional
and shear waves, there is an interesting transition from sub-shear rup4 http://geoweb.prin

eton.edu/people/ampuero/software.html
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ture velo ity to supershear, intersoni , that generates a sho k wave and
has serious impli ations on seismi hazard.
 Earthquakes are not smooth at all, omplexity is usually explored by
initial heterogeneities of stress or fri tion parameters along the fault.
 The nu leation and arrest stages are also of parti ular interest for earthquake radiation and be ause of the information they onvey about fault
fri tion properties.
4

Current hallenges in

omputational earth-

quake dynami s

[This se tion is in omplete ...℄

We have illustrated through a simple example the multi-s ale nature of
problems in earthquake dynami s. But there is more ...
 multi-s ale physi s (o -fault non linear pro esses: plasti ity, damage,
se ondary faulting and bran hing)
 mi ro-ma ro approa hes to the formulation of new onstitutive laws,
su h as dynami damage a ounting for nu leation and oales en e of
mi ro-fra tures ahead of the main front, require intensive simulations
 oupling to pore uid ow, thermal e e ts, gouge dilatan y
 multiple time-s ales of the seismi y le (slow s ales onstrained by
geodesy)
 real problems are large s ale, with ompli ated fault geometries and
ompli ated media, but poorly onstrained at the smaller s ales
 the dynami sour e inversion problem aims to infer onstitutive parameters of the fault (fri tion properties) from observed seismograms.
It is a highly non linear inverse problem that is solved by iterative
pro edures requiring thousands of forward simulations.
 sto hasti analysis (sto hasti initial stress or fri tion properties) also
require a large number of simulations. This approa h is useful to dene families of sto hasti kinemati sour e models with dynami ally
onsistent omplexity.
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